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Abstract The ubiquitous computing scenario is charac-

terized by heterogeneity of devices used to access services,

and by frequent changes in the user’s context. Hence,

adaptation according to the user’s context and the used

devices is necessary to allow mobile users to efficiently

exploit Internet-based services. In this paper, we present a

distributed framework, named MIMOSA, that couples a

middleware for context-awareness with an intermediary-

based architecture for content adaptation. MIMOSA pro-

vides an effective and efficient solution for the adaptation

of Internet services on the basis of a comprehensive notion

of context, by means of techniques for aggregating context

data from distributed sources, deriving complex contextual

situations from raw sensor data, evaluating adaptation

policies, and solving possible conflicts. The middleware

allows programmers to modularly build complex adaptive

services starting from simple ones, and includes tools for

assisting the user in declaring her preferences, as well as

mechanisms for detecting incorrect system behaviors due

to a wrong choice of adaptation policies. The effectiveness

and efficiency of MIMOSA are shown through the devel-

opment of a prototype adaptive service, and by extensive

experimental evaluations.

Keywords Context-awareness � Adaptation �
Transcoding

1 Introduction

Until a few years ago, access to the Web was restricted to

users sitting in front of their desktop computer with a wired

Internet connection. However, the advent of handheld

devices and high-bandwidth wireless networks has radi-

cally changed the situation. In fact, nowadays users can

access the Web in virtually any context, using a myriad of

devices (such as PDAs, smartphones, pagers, and car

navigation systems) having different capabilities and input/

output modalities. As a consequence, users on the move

can now take advantage of Internet-based services for

getting information that are useful for accomplishing their

tasks, such as searching interesting locations, checking

travel timetables, and getting maps and directions. For this

reason, a hot research topic in the human–computer inter-

action area is the investigation of intelligent techniques for

tailoring the Web experience to the context of mobile users

(see, e.g., [2, 26, 30, 33, 44, 45]).
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Unfortunately, this radical change in the Web usage has

not been appropriately supported by service providers. As a

matter of fact, even if in the last years several techniques

and delivery platforms have been proposed for supporting

tailoring of Web contents to different devices and usage

conditions (e.g., mobility), experience tells us that the vast

majority of Internet services does not support any form of

adaptation. Hence, being formatted for presentation in

wide, high resolution screens, most Internet services are

practically not accessible from small-screen handheld

devices. Moreover, their user interfaces—that are intended

to be accessed through a mouse—are not well suited for

devices having different input modalities, such as stylus,

softkeys, or directional pad. Performing Web content

adaptation on the client side can be unfeasible on many

resource-constrained handheld devices, and it is in general

costly in terms of network consumption; hence, a prag-

matical approach to this problem consists in the use of

intermediary adaptation components (called edge servers)

to transcode contents on the basis of the context. The idea

is, therefore, to implement and deploy any computing

transformation and adaptation algorithms at edge servers,

programmed to perform aggressive computation and stor-

age on behalf of clients. In particular, the context data that

must be considered for effectively adapting Internet ser-

vices to the user situation is wide and provided by different

distributed sources, and includes, among the others, device

capabilities, network characteristics, user current activity

and preferences, as well as information about possible user

disabilities.

Recently, several systems for Web content transcoding

(e.g., [9, 24, 35, 41, 42, 46]), as well as several architec-

tures for context-awareness (e.g., [10, 16, 20, 22, 29, 43])

have been proposed; however, an integrated solution for

Web adaptation based on a comprehensive notion of con-

text has not yet been devised. In particular, existing solu-

tions consider only a restricted set of context data

(typically, the capabilities of the used device), and lack

mechanisms for retrieving and dynamically deriving a

comprehensive set of context data. We claim that a wider

set of context data must be considered to effectively per-

form adaptation in ubiquitous computing scenarios; e.g.,

since handheld devices equipped with sensors such as

accelerometers are becoming more and more common

(e.g., Apple’s iPhone and OpenMoko’s Neo 1973), tech-

niques for deriving the user’s situation (e.g., activity) on

the basis of sensor data must be integrated into the adap-

tation process.

In this paper, we propose a novel framework, named

MIMOSA, that couples a middleware for context-aware-

ness [6] with an intermediary architecture for Web trans-

coding [11] in order to provide a comprehensive solution to

the addressed problem. The main contributions of our work

are:

• A framework for ubiquitous Web adaptation based on a

comprehensive notion of context;

• Tools for assisting the user in declaring her preferences,

as well as mechanisms for detecting incorrect system

behavior due to a wrong choice of adaptation policies;

• A working implementation of the proposed framework,

and extensive performance evaluations.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2,

we discuss related work. Section 3 presents an overview of

the MIMOSA framework. Section 4 describes the software

implementation. Section 5 presents the adopted mecha-

nisms for user support. Section 6 illustrates a prototype

context-aware service that takes advantage of MIMOSA.

Section 7 presents the experimental evaluation. Finally,

conclusions are drawn in Sect. 8.

2 Related work

The issue of adapting Web contents to the network context

and device capabilities has been extensively addressed in

the last years. Proposed solutions can be broadly classified

into three main categories: client-side, server-side, and

intermediary-based adaptation systems.

In the client-side approach, adaptation is demanded to

the client device itself; typically, adaptation is performed

by the Web browser. We believe that client-side adaptation

is not appropriate for network- and resource-constrained

devices, since (a) it does not determine a reduction in

network consumption, and (b) it burdens the client device

with computationally intensive tasks such as transcoding of

multimedia resources.

Server-based approaches essentially consist in adding

content adaptation services to traditional Web server

functionalities. Multimedia content transformation is typi-

cally generated off-line at content creation time, often

involving a human designer to hand-tailor the content for

the specific requirements of a few classes of devices (e.g.,

desktop computer, personal digital assistant, and phone).

The multiple variants of the same resource are stored on the

server, and selected at the time of the service request by

analyzing the HTTP request headers. Usually, the most

appropriate Web page markup is generated on-the-fly by

applying XSLT transformations to XML-based descrip-

tions of the page content and structure. As an example, the

personalization scheme of the IBM WebSphere Portal [24]

is based on the creation of Web pages and services using

XDIME, a proprietary XML-based device-independent

markup language. Depending on the specific device,
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XDIME contents are transformed by proper predefined

XSLT stylesheets into the most appropriate format (e.g.,

WML, XHTML Basic, etc.), evaluating policies that take

into account the capabilities of the particular device that

issued the request. The framework also includes a reposi-

tory of mobile device profiles describing the capabilities of

a broad range of terminals. Similar solutions are provided

by other well-known application servers like BEA Web-

logic and OracleAS Wireless. As an alternative, also on-

the-fly multimedia content adaptation and delivery has

been proposed [35].

Server-side adaptation systems offer an efficient solu-

tion to the addressed issue; however, the practical consid-

eration that—at the time of writing—the vast majority of

Web portals does not provide any form of adaptation

brought us to prefer the intermediary-based approach. As a

matter of fact, pure intermediary-based approaches do not

need any form of cooperation by the external Web servers,

since adaptation is performed by systems that lay between

the server and the client nodes.

Intermediary-based approaches to Web content adapta-

tion have been the focus of several research proposals.

Some systems (e.g., RabbIT [42], Muffin [9], WBI [3],

WebCleaner [53], Privoxy [41]) provide content adaptation

without considering any user/device profile, but only

allowing simple services configuration mechanisms. More

sophisticated architectures support location- and context-

aware adaptation of Internet services. An example of

middleware that supports location-aware applications for

mobile users is Nexus [15]. The user interface, running on

mobile devices, is used to interact with the Nexus platform,

which is composed by communication facilities (for

accessing information sources through wireless networks),

distributed data management (for multiple representation

of spatial data), and sensor elements (for system position-

ing). The focus of the Nexus platform is on location-aware

services, while MIMOSA addresses a wider set of context

data (including location). MIMOSA considers elements

such as the available bandwidth, battery level, and CPU

usage, to dynamically tailor Web contents to the capabili-

ties of the client devices, whereas only a subset of these

constraints is addressed by NEXUS. The user interface,

running on the mobile device, provides support to adapt

devices with different levels of computing power, memory,

and network connection, but at the same time, it exhibits all

drawbacks of the client-side approaches.

A software infrastructure aimed at simplifying the

development of self-adaptive applications is presented in

[21]. The proposed infrastructure provides high-level

abstractions for representing, reasoning with, and exploit-

ing context information and preferences for the adaptation

of services. Even if the underlying context model of this

infrastructure shares some common features with ours, the

approach to adaptation is different, since in MIMOSA

adaptation is performed by intermediary proxies.

The SCaLaDE [5] middleware (as well as its predeces-

sor CARMEN [4]) aims at supporting mobility-enabled

Internet services. SCaLaDE is able to dynamically adapt

contents in response to modifications concerning context

and location awareness, user preferences, and available

resources, without affecting the implementation of the

service application logic. To realize a separation between

the service management and the service application logic,

SCaLaDE exploits a policy-driven approach, by taking

decisions according to events triggered at the provision

time. Policies are expressed in the Ponder language [13],

which turns out to be a good choice for the class of policies

used in this middleware; on the other hand, the policy

language adopted by the MIMOSA CONTEXT-AWARENESS

FRAMEWORK is well suited for adaptation rules, since it is

extremely efficient and has mechanisms for solving con-

flicts (more details will be given in Sect. 3.1.2).

MASHA [46] is a middleware for adaptation of Web

sites driven by user and device profiles. In this system,

customization is based on content selection, performed on

the basis of users’ interests and device capabilities. Users’

interests are calculated by statistical analysis of Web

navigation logs. In our work, we use a similar technique for

detecting adaptation misbehaviors. In addition, MIMOSA

allows users to explicitly express policies regarding their

adaptation preferences, while in MASHA adaptation

directives are defined server-side. Another difference with

respect to our work is that MASHA requires Web sites to

cooperate in the customization process, since Web

resources must be semantically annotated in order to cal-

culate users’ interests and to perform content selection. On

the other hand, our adaptation approach does not require

any form of cooperation by external Web sites, making it

feasible for virtually any resource published on the Web.

The VESPER [37] architecture provides functionalities

to adapt contents according to network and client capa-

bilities, by also controlling the quality of the provided

services in the case of changes in network conditions. The

adaptation component realizes these tasks by analyzing

profiles describing personal preferences of users. While

VESPER only takes into account a restricted set of context

parameters, that is, device capabilities and network status

conditions, MIMOSA instead is able to address a wider set

of context data, as an example socio-cultural context data.

Finally, while both systems provide policies to dynamically

infer user preferences, only MIMOSA is able to provide a

mechanism for their conflict resolution.

MoCA [47] is an intermediary architecture whose main

goal is to provide collaborative applications in mobile

environments. The MoCA framework was designed for

supporting these applications with functionalities like
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caching management, transcoding, and data compression.

MoCA collects context data from client systems and net-

work infrastructure, in order to trigger appropriate adap-

tations. In particular, MoCA allows to develop and

customize proxies according to specific needs. This choice

simplifies the development of distributed and context-

aware applications that need reconfigurations according to

users’ needs and changing conditions in mobile environ-

ments. While MIMOSA is mainly addressed to the adap-

tation of existing Web contents, MoCA is mainly intended

to support collaborative applications in mobile networks.

Another difference with respect to our work is that MoCA

only takes into account a restricted set of context param-

eters (i.e, device capabilities, network status, and indoor

location). On the other hand, MIMOSA supports a much

wider set of context data including, among the others,

particular type of disabilities (e.g., color blindness, physi-

cal disabilities), geographic location, and current activities.

These data can be profitably exploited for providing a more

effective adaptation of Web resources to the users’ situa-

tion. Moreover, while in MoCA, the adaptation directives

are set by the application developer, MIMOSA allows

users to express their preferences regarding the adaptation

services by means of policies.

The MobiGATE framework, Mobile GATeway for the

Active deployment of Transport Entities [55], exploits the

use of intermediaries to facilitate the adaptation across

wireless and mobile environments. Its main goal is to

address the challenges related to the implementation and

the deployment of service entities, called streamlets, that

provide content adaptation functionalities and that can be

reconfigured according to changes in mobile environ-

ments. The MobiGATE framework exhibits a clear

distinction between computation and composition, by

envisioning an execution environment for scheduling

streamlets and a coordination environment for the inter-

action and the composition of streamlets. Each streamlet

encapsulates the application logic and is specialized for a

specific task, such as scaling/dithering of images in a

particular format, translation among different data for-

mats, and so on. The composition and coordination of the

streamlets is managed by using a coordination language

that provides rich constructs to support the definition of

compositions, with constrained type validation and

checking. Like MIMOSA, the main goal of the Mobi-

GATE framework is to provide an effective solution for

the adaptation of Internet services according to different

context conditions. In addition to the easy composition

and programming of adaptation services, MIMOSA also

provides a mechanism to retrieve a comprehensive

description of the user context and to derive the most

appropriate adaptation service according to the context

data and adaptation policies. Finally, MIMOSA provides

mechanisms for conflict resolution and for assisting users

in defining profiles and customizing services.

Finally, the adaptation to cope with the variability of

user devices is also addressed by the framework described

in [27]. This framework is composed by three main com-

ponents: the client tier, the context-aware service tier, and

the repository service tier. Front-end modules running on

clients are able to send to the servers context profiles to

inform them about their capabilities. The context-aware

service tier includes at least a CAAS server that supports

the migration of agent, execution of back-end modules, and

application adaptation (i.e., transcoding applications). To

adapt functions of applications to the context of user

devices, this framework uses CC/PP and UAProf, while in

the MIMOSA framework, we extended CC/PP vocabular-

ies for describing features like users’ personal information,

interests, locations, actions, surrounding environments.

They also developed an attribute-based component deci-

sion algorithm to choose the components suitable for the

context of the user’s devices. In MIMOSA, we have

defined policies to determine the value of profile attributes

on the basis of the values of other profile attributes. These

policies are expressed in terms of a logic programming

language. Finally, context data retrieved from these dis-

tributed profile managers are merged before policy evalu-

ation, and possible conflicts are solved before invoking the

requested services with the derived service parameters,

whereas neither conflicts nor consistency between CC/PP

profiles and back-end modules have been contemplated in

the described framework.

3 The MIMOSA framework

In this section, we describe MIMOSA, a distributed

framework whose main goal is to adapt Web contents to

the heterogeneity of networks and client devices as well as

to variation in users’ environments. Figure 1 shows the

MIMOSA architecture, its components and how data flow

through them for any user request. In order to provide the

system with the user’s identification and with the infor-

mation required to retrieve distributed context data and

policies, the client request is intercepted by a LOCAL PROXY

that runs on the user device and adds custom fields into the

HTTP headers. In Step 1, the request is forwarded to the

CONTEXT AWARENESS MODULE. Then, context data are

retrieved from distributed CONTEXT SOURCES by the DISTRIB-

UTED CONTEXT RETRIEVAL module, and aggregated by the

AGGREGATOR module (Step 2). These data, together with the

adaptation policies, are provided to the REASONER engine,

which is in charge of performing policy evaluation. The

resulting aggregated set of context data—which includes

the list of content adaptation services to be applied, as well
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as their parameters—is inserted into the HTTP headers.

Then, the request is sent to the ADAPTATION MODULE (Step 3),

which retrieves the requested resource from the external

Web sources (Step 4), and invokes the content adaptation

services according to the aggregated context data. Finally,

the adapted resource is sent back to the user’s device.

3.1 Context aggregation and reasoning

In order to retrieve a comprehensive description of the

context describing the user request, and to derive the most

appropriate adaptation service parameters on the basis of

context data and adaptation policies, MIMOSA takes

advantage of a customized version of the CARE [6] mid-

dleware for context awareness. In particular, context data

aggregation and reasoning (including conflict resolution) is

performed by means of logic programming techniques and

ontological reasoning. An exhaustive description of the

adopted technical solutions is outside the scope of this

paper, and can be found in [1] and [7]; however, in this

section, we recap the basic mechanisms of context aggre-

gation and reasoning.

3.1.1 Overview

Figure 2 shows an overview of the middleware for context

aggregation and reasoning. We call profile a subset of

context information collected and managed by a certain

entity. Profiles are managed by three entities, namely: the

user with her devices, the network operator with its

infrastructure, and the service provider. Each entity has a

dedicated profile manager (called UPM, OPM, and SPPM,

respectively) to handle its own context data. The mid-

dleware includes ontology services for managing and

reasoning with socio-cultural context data. Adaptation and

personalization parameters are determined, at the time of

the service request, by policy rules defined by both the

user and the service provider, and managed by their

respective profile managers. For instance, users can

declare policies that determine the activation of certain

adaptation services on the basis of context (e.g., ‘‘down-

grade image quality if the bandwidth is low’’). The CON-

TEXT PROVIDER module is in charge of calculating the

aggregated context information that will be used by the

application logic for the adaptation services. In particular,

it retrieves context data from the profile managers, and

evaluates adaptation policies solving possible conflicts

arising among context data and/or policies.

3.1.2 Representation of context data and policies

Essentially, context data are represented adopting the

CC/PP [28] specification, and can possibly contain refer-

ences to ontological classes and relations. However, for the

sake of this paper, we can consider profiles as sets of

attribute/value pairs. Each attribute semantics is defined in

a proper vocabulary, and its value can be either a single

value, or a set/sequence of single values.

Well-known CC/PP vocabularies such as UAProf [39]

provide attributes for describing device capabilities.

However, in order to support a very accurate adaptation of

Internet services with respect to the users’ situation, a

wider set of context attributes is needed. For this reason,

we have extended CC/PP by defining new vocabularies for

describing features such as users’ personal information,

interests, location, current action, surrounding environ-

ment. Moreover, we have defined new vocabularies for

representing the users’ preferences with respect to the

Fig. 1 The MIMOSA

architecture and the data flow

among its components
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activation parameters of each adaptation service provided

by MIMOSA. Figure 3 shows an excerpt of the vocabulary

for representing preferences regarding the ‘‘DeleteImage’’

service.

Policies are logical rules that determine the value of

profile attributes on the basis of the values of other profile

attributes. Hence, each policy rule can be interpreted as a

set of conditions on profile data that determine a new value

for a profile attribute when satisfied. Policies are expressed

by means of a restricted logic programming language for

which a linear-complexity inference engine exists. Exper-

imental results have shown that the evaluation of policy

rules is executed in few milliseconds [7].

Example 1 Consider the case of a FilterImg service for

image transcoding, which determines the type of adaptation

to apply on the basis of network conditions and available

Fig. 2 Middleware for context

aggregation and reasoning

Fig. 3 An excerpt of the CC/PP

vocabulary for representing

preferences regarding the

‘‘DeleteImage’’ service. Here,

we only show the vocabulary

entry for the ‘‘height’’ attribute

parameter, as the same coding is

required for the ‘‘width’’

parameter
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memory on the user’s device. These parameters are

determined by the evaluation of the following policy rules:

R1: ‘‘If AvBandwidth C 128 kbps And Bearer =

‘UMTS’

Then SetNetSpeed = ‘high’’’

R2: ‘‘If NetSpeed = ‘high’ And AvMem C 4 Mb

Then SetFilterImg:Downgrade = ‘off’’’

R3: ‘‘If NetSpeed = ‘high’ And AvMem \ 4 Mb

Then SetFilterImg:Downgrade = ‘20%’’’

R4: ‘‘If NetSpeed!=‘high’ Then SetFilterImg:

Downgrade=‘50%’’’

The value of the NetSpeed attribute is determined by

rule R1 on the basis of the current available bandwidth

(AvBandwidth) and Bearer. Rule R2 deactivates the image

quality downgrading service in the case the available

bandwidth is high and the device has a sufficient amount of

free memory. Rule R3 instructs the adaptation service to

slightly downgrade the image quality when the available

bandwidth is high but the device runs out of memory.

Finally, rule R4 is used to strongly downgrade image

quality when the network is congested.

We point out that the rules shown above are rather

naı̈ve, and used just for the sake of this example in order to

illustrate the basic system behavior.

3.1.3 Context aggregation, policy evaluation, and conflict

resolution

Once the CONTEXT PROVIDER has obtained profile data from

the other profile managers, at first this information is

passed to the MERGE module (Fig. 2), which is in charge

of merging profiles. Conflicts can arise when different

values are provided by different profile managers for the

same attribute. For example, suppose that the OPM pro-

vides for the AvBandwidth attribute a certain value x,

while the SPPM provides for the same attribute a different

value y, obtained through some probing technique. In

order to resolve this type of conflict, the CONTEXT PRO-

VIDER has to apply a resolution rule at the attribute level.

These rules (called profile resolution directives) are

expressed in the form of priorities among entities, which

associate to every attribute an ordered list of profile

managers. We recall that UPM, OPM, and SPPM are abbre-

viations for the user, network operator, and service pro-

vider profile managers, respectively.

Example 2 Consider the following profile resolution

directives, set by the provider of the transcoding service

cited in Example 1:

PRD1: setPriority AvBandwidth = (OPM, SPPM, UPM)

PRD2: setPriority FilterImg:Downgrade = (UPM,

SPPM)

In PRD1, the service provider gives highest priority to

the network operator for the AvBandwidth attribute, fol-

lowed by the service provider and by the user. The absence

of a profile manager in a directive (e.g., the absence of the

OPM in PRD2) states that values for that attribute provided

by that profile manager should never be used. The conflict

described above is resolved by applying PRD1. In this

case, the value x is chosen for the available bandwidth. The

value y would be chosen in case the OPM did not provide a

value for that attribute.

The semantics of priorities actually depends on the type

of the attribute. A more in-depth discussion of the merge

mechanism can be found in [7].

Once conflicts between attribute values provided by

different profile managers are resolved, the resulting

merged profile is used for evaluating policy rules. Since

policies can dynamically change the value of an attribute

that may have an explicit value in a profile, or that may be

changed by some other policies, they introduce non-trivial

conflicts. The intuitive strategy is to assign priorities to

rules having the same head predicate on the basis of its

profile resolution directive. Hence, rules declared by the

first entity in the profile resolution directive have higher

priority with respect to rules declared by the second entity,

and so on. When an entity declares more than one rule with

the same head predicate, priorities are applied considering

the explicit priorities given by that entity. Details on rule

conflict resolution can be found in [7].

Example 3 Consider the set of rules shown in Example 1

and profile resolution directives shown in Example 2.

Suppose that R2 and R3 are declared by the user, and R4 is

declared by the service provider. Since the user declared

two rules with the same attribute in the head, she has to

declare an explicit priority between R2 and R3. Suppose

the user gives higher priority to R2 with respect to R3.

Since the UPM has higher priority with respect to the SPPM,

according to the profile resolution directive regarding Fil-

terImg:Downgrade (i.e., PRD2 in Example 2), if p(R) is the

priority of rule R, we have that:

pðR2Þ[ pðR3Þ[ pðR4Þ

The intuitive evaluation strategy is to proceed, for each

attribute A, starting from the rule having the predicate A() in

its head with the highest priority, and continuing considering

rules on A() with decreasing priorities till one of them fires. If

none of them fires, the value of A is the one obtained by the

MERGE module on A, or null if such a value does not exist.

3.2 Provisioning of adaptation services

To provide adaptation services, MIMOSA exploits many

internal components (derived from the SISI framework
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[11]) to intercept user requests, fetch the origin Web

resources and apply contents adaptation, if required. These

components are part of the CONTENT ADAPTATION MODULE

within the MIMOSA framework.

The CONTENT ADAPTATION MODULE provides many already

implemented content adaptation services, that may be

classified in three main categories: accessibility services,

annoyance filtering services and personalized ubiquitous

computing services.

The first category includes services whose main goal is

to promote Web accessibility and improve the navigation

on the Web for users with disabilities. Examples include

services that add a toolbar containing the LINK attributes

on top of each HTML page, or a numeric Access Key to

any link in a Web page in such a way to make it accessible

through a simple combination of keyboard keys,

ALT?Access Key?Return, and finally services that mod-

ify the structure, by reorganizing links in a table, or the

presentation of a Web page, by modifying, for example,

text color and size, to make Web content more accessible

for users with visual disabilities (i.e low and color defi-

ciency vision).

The second category includes a set of services whose

main goal is to get rid of particularly annoying abuse

during the navigation on the Web. They provide func-

tionalities for removing advertisement, banners, JavaScript

code, for disabling unsolicited pop-up windows, and so on.

In addition, they also provide mechanisms for protecting

users by avoiding some other users to steal their identities

or malicious software to track and collect their personal

information.

The third category includes services that provide func-

tionalities for context-aware adaptation and personaliza-

tion. For example, it includes services for geo-localization

or services that are able to provide alternate contents for

Web resources before their delivery to end users (the goal

is to change the behavior of the origin Web server

according to the capabilities of the requesting devices

through the content selection mechanism) [14, 19]. Other

examples for matching both client capabilities and users’

preferences include functionalities for image color depth

reduction, resizing, quality downgrade, color to grey con-

version, colorblindness filtering [23] (to modify any color

in Web pages, by increasing contrast and lightness, in order

to make them accessible for users with such a disability).

Content adaptation services, developed through the Perl

programming language, are very simple to implement as

programmability represents one of the main strengths of

the CONTENT ADAPTATION MODULE. The CONTENT ADAPTATION

MODULE programming model, as intermediate level between

the underlying system and the provided functionalities, has

been designed to provide a transparent support for a quick

development and an easy deployment of new content

adaptation services. By exploiting the CONTENT ADAPTATION

MODULE programming model, based on APIs and internal

functions, programmers can focus on the design of the

functionality, and its application logic, without taking care

of any issue of the underlying infrastructure that will host

these services (i.e. scalability, profile management,

authentication, and so on).

The CONTENT ADAPTATION MODULE also provides a very

efficient mechanism to chain adaptation services so that

complex services can be easily obtained by chaining many

simple services. For instance, a translation service from

French to English might be chained to a service of image

quality reduction and resizing to match both network

available bandwidth and device capabilities besides user’s

preferences.

4 Software architecture

In this section, we present the software implementation of

MIMOSA, and the protocols adopted for the communica-

tions among its distributed modules.

4.1 Implementation

The overall software architecture of MIMOSA is shown in

Fig. 4. In the following, we illustrate the software imple-

mentation of the main modules of MIMOSA, outlining

their tasks and the relationships with other modules. We

also briefly motivate our choices of languages/frameworks

in MIMOSA in order to combine efficiency (MIMOSA

works on the HTTP request/response path and must not

impact on the user’s perceived latency) and extensibility

required by a dynamic environment composed by hetero-

geneous client devices, networks and services.

4.1.1 Client-side modules

The LOCAL PROXY on the client system is the application that

adds custom fields to the HTTP request headers, thus

providing the CONTEXT PROVIDER with the user’s identifica-

tion, and with the references of her user profile manager

and network operator profile manager. The modules exe-

cuted on the user device are developed using C# for the

.NET (Compact) Framework. A command-line proxy is

also available for Linux clients and it is a customized

version of the well-known Squid Web proxy [49].

4.1.2 Context-awareness module

With regard to the CONTEXT AWARENESS MODULE, we have

chosen Java as the preferred programming language;

however, the most computational intensive algorithms have
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been developed in C, and integrated into the corresponding

modules using Java Native Interface. The PROFILE MEDIATOR

PROXY (PMP) is a server-side Java proxy that is in charge of

intercepting the HTTP requests from the user’s device, and

of communicating the user’s profile (retrieved from the

CONTEXT PROVIDER) to the ADAPTATION MODULE. In order to

relieve the modules of MIMOSA from the burden of

parsing RDF documents, CC/PP profiles are represented by

means of Java classes. Similarly, adaptation policies are

serialized into Java objects according to specifically

defined classes.

Context data retrieved from the distributed profile

managers are merged before policy evaluation by a devoted

software module; since our conflict resolution algorithm is

not computationally intensive, the MERGE module has been

developed in Java. On the other hand, the evaluation of

policies expressed in a logic programming language can

pose serious performance issues. For this reason, we have

developed an ad-hoc INFERENCE ENGINE for our restricted

logic programming language, using the C programming

language. As illustrated in [7], policy evaluation with this

inference engine is particularly efficient—its complexity

being linear with the policy set size—and our ad hoc

engine outperforms an optimized reasoner for a logic

programming language having higher expressivity than

ours.

The profile managers are developed in Java; context data

and policies are stored by the profile managers into ad-hoc

repositories that make use of the MySQL DBMS [38].

4.1.3 Adaptation module

The ADAPTATION MODULE has been developed on top of

Apache Web Server (v. 2.0) [50] and mod_perl (v. 2.0)

[34]. This software architecture consists of different com-

ponents whose main goals are: intercept the HTTP requests

coming from the PMP, fetch the requested Web pages from

the external Web sources and apply transformations on

them according to the directives obtained by the CONTEXT

AWARENESS MODULE, forward this data to other internal

components or, if no other adaptation is required, forward

the adapted Web page back toward the client.

The main strengths of the ADAPTATION MODULE are

programmability, extensibility and efficiency, as new

functionalities can be easily programmed and deployed

without performance degradation since the robustness of

the Apache Web server.

In the Apache server programming environment, each

HTTP request is processed in sequential phases, and at

each phase different decisions can be taken about the

request. Therefore, in addition to its robustness and its

wide popularity, the Apache Web server was the best

solution for the implementation of the MIMOSA’s

ADAPTATION MODULE components also because of its

flexibility in taking decisions based on the current

request. These components, because of their Perl imple-

mentation, are integrated into Apache through the

mod_perl mechanism. mod_perl is an interface to the

Apache C API and its main goal is to ensure a quick and
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easy implementation of Web applications. Since with

mod_perl all phases of the Apache Request lifecycle can

be accessed and controlled, we implemented the ADAP-

TATION MODULE components as mod_perl ‘‘handlers’’, that,

on the other hand, are able to provide hooks responsible

for the processing of the specified phase.

From an architectural point of view, the ADAPTATION

MODULE consists of two main categories of components,

that we denote as: (a) core modules, that provide the

internal functions for accepting HTTP requests, fetching

Web contents, manipulating incoming and/or outgoing

HTTP headers, forwarding the response to the client, and

(b) service modules that is, a set of filters that encapsulate

the adaptation application logic. In particular, the ADAP-

TATION MODULE consists of two core components, namely

the ProxyPerl and the FilterPlugin components, and a set

of provided filters (that belong to the service modules

category). These components, their characteristics and their

main functionalities are described below.

ProxyPerl component. The ProxyPerl component, regis-

tered in thePerlTransHandler phase, intercepts requests

coming from the CONTEXT AWARENESS MODULE, and by

using Perl libraries (i.e., LWP User Agent) and internal

APIs, fetches the requested Web page from the origin

server and forward it to the next handler whose hook has

been registered in the Apache Request lifecycle. By

registering the ProxyPerl component in this early phase

of the HTTP Request Apache lifecycle (before the

request has been associated with a particular file name),

we are able to ensure that it will be invoked for any user

request, and that it will be able to apply specific actions

about URIs (i.e., blocking URIs redirect to third party

servers) or specific transformation on the HTTP incom-

ing/outgoing headers (i.e., removing cookies in the

HTTP responses coming from third party servers).

FilterPlugin component. The FilterPlugincomponent is

registered in thePerlOutputFilterHandler phase and its

main goal is to check which handlers have to be invoked

during a transaction. Since different content adaptation

filters are available and preloaded in the main memory

(by specifying thePerlModule directive in the main

Apache configuration file) and can be customized

according to user preferences, the FilterPlugincompo-

nent has to activate only the right filter (or sequence of

filters) selected according to context information and

user preferences.

Adaptation Filter components. This category includes all

functionalities to implement content adaptation service

modules. Filters are implemented via handlers in

thePerlResponseHandler phase. In addition to the

provided MIMOSA service modules (whose categoriza-

tion is described in Subsect. 3.2), new services can be

easily developed and deployed due to the programma-

bility and the extensibility of the ADAPTATION MODULE.

The ADAPTATION MODULE exhibits a flexible and exten-

sible environment in which a compositional Perl-based

framework is used to provide the basic components to

develop new content adaptation services. By providing a

specific programming model and a set of internal APIs and

software libraries, new service modules can be quickly

prototyped and coded. This programming environment

include:

• APIs for processing HTTP requests/responses. The

LWP::UserAgent [12] is a class implementing a World-

Wide Web user agent in Perl. The ProxyPerl compo-

nent uses this library to fetch the requested Web pages

from the origin servers by also allowing specific

configurations (i.e.,timeouts ,user agent, user creden-

tials, and so on). It also offers APIs for manipulating

HTTP requests/responses headers.

• APIs for image transformations. The ADAPTATION

MODULE implements several service modules for image

transformation by using PerlMagick [40], an object-

oriented Perl interface to ImageMagick [25]. We

implemented service modules for image resizing and

quality downgrade to match device display capabilities,

and for color transformations, to match preferences for

users with visual disabilities. In particular, the Color-

Blind filter, implements algorithm that modifies back-

ground and foreground colors in HTML pages and

recolors embedded images (also animated GIF images),

in order to make more recognizable the red/green

contrast for dichromatic users [23].

• APIs for HTML parsing. For a quick and effective

stream-oriented filtering of HTML, we implemented a

Perl-based parsing library. We implemented general

methods for searching links, images, scripts in a Web

page, by allowing both extraction and transformation

functionalities. The extraction allows us to take very

useful information from an HTML document with

minimal programmer efforts: text extraction, link

extraction, checking, and so on, while the transforma-

tion task includes URL rewriting, HTML cleanup, and

removal functionalities.

• APIs for service modules programming. We imple-

mented a set of APIs for implementing functionalities

starting from simple building blocks, developed in Perl

language. These building blocks, that derive from

implemented superclasses, are packaged into services

and produce transformations on the information stream

as it flows through them.

The implementation of a new filter requires three basic

steps: (a) writing the filter (i.e, its application logic) in Perl
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language, (b) adding the definition of the new handler in

the FilterPlugin component to dynamically allow its

invocation, and finally (c) writing the filter configuration

files (to configure the filter, it is necessary to write simple

HTML and XML files, see Fig. 5). After that, the new filter

is added to the Apache pool of handlers and can be invoked

on a transaction according to the directives derived by the

CONTEXT AWARENESS MODULE.

4.2 Communication protocol

Since efficiency is a fundamental requirement of the

MIMOSA framework, we have adopted efficient protocols

for the communication between those modules that need to

exchange messages at the time of the service request. On

the other hand, we have preferred Web Services for non

time-critical communications, such as updates of context

data that are executed in advance to the service requests.

In order to allow the evaluation of adaptation policies,

the client system is in charge of providing to MIMOSA

those information that are necessary for obtaining an

exhaustive description of the current context. Since in a

mobile computing scenario, the client system can possibly

be connected to a wireless network, our choice has been to

minimize the communication between the client system

and MIMOSA. For this reason, the client system only

communicates to MIMOSA those data that allow

MIMOSA to obtain context data and adaptation policies

from the distributed profile managers (that are expected to

be hosted on wired nodes). That data are inserted as custom

fields into the HTTP request headers, as shown below:

The \upm_IP[ and \upm_port[ correspond to the IP

address and port of the user profile manager interface that

provides those context information that is managed by the

user and her devices. Similarly, the \opm_IP[ and

\opm_port[ identify the interface provided by the net-

work operator profile manager.

Once received this message, the PMP checks if a session

for that user is present. If this is the case and if the

session is still valid, the PMP retrieves the context data

that it has stored locally, and forwards the request to the

ADAPTATION MODULE after having added context data into

custom HTTP headers. HTTP request headers have the

following form:

The custom header fields correspond to context data,

that in our framework are represented in the CC/PP lan-

guage. In the above notation, voc1 refers to the vocabulary

the component belongs to; comp1 is the ID of the com-

ponent containing the attribute; voc2 refers to the vocab-

ulary the attribute belongs to; and attr2 is the ID of the

context attribute. Context values are enclosed into double

quotes, and are separated by semicolons if the attribute

value is a set or sequence of values. Context data and their

corresponding values are then parsed by the ADAPTATION

MODULE, and used for customizing the service.

Instead, in the case the user session is not present or has

expired, the PMP is in charge of requesting the context data

to the CONTEXT PROVIDER module. Hence, the PMP uses a

socket-based communication for requesting context data to

the CONTEXT PROVIDER, specifying the user ID and the ref-

erences to her network operator profile manager and user

profile manager. As explained before, context data are

represented as objects belonging to classes that encode CC/

PP profiles; context data are exchanged among the dis-

tributed modules by means of the socket-based binary

serialization of Java objects. This protocol is more efficient

than Java Remote Method Invocation and Web services.

Similarly, the communication between the CONTEXT

PROVIDER and the profile managers is based on the socket-

based binary serialization of Java objects. In addition to

context data, the profile managers also communicate the

Fig. 5 An excerpt of the XML

file representing information

about the ‘‘FilterImg’’ service

module provided by MIMOSA
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adaptation policies to the CONTEXT PROVIDER. Since profile

updates are generally executed asynchronously with

respect to the service request, efficiency is not an issue;

hence, the profile managers adopt Web services for

allowing their corresponding entities to keep up-to-date

context data and policies.

5 Support for user-centric adaptation

User-friendliness is of paramount importance for services

that adapt their behavior on the basis of users’ needs and

expectations. As a matter of fact, inexperienced users can

be frustrated when the system behaves unexpectedly,

apparently contradicting their preferences. Hence, our

system provides various tools for assisting the user in:

• declaring their preferences,

• detecting inappropriate adaptation behaviors, and

• suggesting new preferences (in the form of policy rules)

for adapting the service according to the user context.

5.1 Basic mechanism

As anticipated in Sect. 3.1.3, the adaptation parameters are

determined at the time of the user request by evaluating

user and service provider policies against the current con-

text data.

Since the user and the service provider can possibly

declare conflicting rules (i.e., rules that determine different

adaptation parameters based on the same context), a con-

flict resolution strategy is needed. In order to minimize the

user intervention in the customization of the adaptation

services, our choice is to give the highest priority to the

rules declared by the user, who can override default rules

declared by the service provider. In this way, the user of the

system is provided with a default set of policy rules that are

declared by domain experts for effectively adapting Inter-

net services on the basis of context data such as network

connectivity, device capabilities, device status (e.g.,

quantity of free memory, installed applications), and data

about the service itself. Then, the user can start to use the

adaptation services without the need of specifying her

preferences; when she realizes that the service adaptation

does not fit her preferences in a particular case, she can

change the system behavior by declaring a new policy rule.

5.2 Supporting user policy specification

Of course, policies expressed by means of the formal lan-

guage shown in Example 1 (Sect. 3.1.2) are not intuitive

for the final users of the system. For this reason, users are

provided with a wizard and Web interfaces to manage their

preferences regarding the activation and parameters of

content adaptation services.

The wizard assists the user step-by-step in the declara-

tion of new preferences. The wizard allows the user to

declare policies that control the activation and parameters

of eight adaptation services, on the basis of various context

data (e.g., connection type, available memory, battery

level). The wizard is a C# application for the .Net frame-

work [32], and communicates via Web Services to the user

profile manager for updating the set of policy rules (for

instance, the Main menu displayed by the wizard, is shown

in Fig. 6a).

Example 4 Suppose that a user is browsing through a

PDA, and wants to set her preferences regarding the

adaptation services. When she launches the wizard, the

main menu is shown, which allows the user to select

the type of feature she wants to adapt (Fig. 6a).

If the user chooses to set her preferences regarding the

adaptation of images and colors, a form is shown, which

allows her to activate dithering, color transformation for

colorblind people, and to resize huge images (Fig. 6b).

Suppose that the user activates the colorblind service, and

chooses to resize huge images (i.e., images that exceed the

screen size) to 75% of her device screen size. Hence, the

wizard automatically generates the following policy rules:

R5: ‘‘SetFilterImg:ColorBlind = ‘on’’’

R6: ‘‘If DeviceType=‘PDA’ Then SetFilterImg:

Resize = ‘180x240’’’

Fig. 6 Wizard for supporting specification of user policies
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Note that the value of the FilterImg:Resize parameter in

rule R6 is automatically customized by the agent on the

basis of the actual screen size of the device she is currently

using.

On the next step, the wizard allows the user to declare

her preferences for reducing bandwidth consumption in the

case the navigation is slow. The user has the options to

whether reduce image quality (to medium, low, or very

low), reduce images to icons, or completely remove them.

Suppose that the user chooses to reduce image quality to

very low in the case of slow navigation; hence, the agent

generates the following policy rules:

R7: ‘‘If NetSpeed=‘slow’ Then SetFilterImg:

Downgrade = ‘30%’’’

R8: ‘‘If NetSpeed = ‘slow’ Then SetFilterImg:

Monochrome = ‘yes’’’

Rule R7 states to apply a 30% image quality down-

grading when the navigation is slow, and rule R8 states to

transform images to black and white on the same condition.

Once the user has specified her preferences, the agent

updates the user policies on her remote profile manager.

In the case the device cannot run the .Net framework,

policies can be managed by means of Web interfaces, like

the one shown in [18].

5.3 Detecting inappropriate adaptation behaviors

Even if the system is provided with a default set of adap-

tation policies chosen by domain experts, and users can

define new rules for specifying their particular preferences,

in some cases the system can misbehave due to a choice of

policy rules that is inappropriate for a particular context.

For instance, a policy rule declared by a user can determine

the request of high resolution media even if the available

bandwidth is low. When such an event happens, in most

cases the inexperienced user is unable to recognize the

reason of the system misbehavior, and simply draws the

conclusion that the adaptation system ‘‘does not work’’.

In order to automatically recognize system misbehav-

iors, the user is provided with an agent running on her

devices, which monitors the client resources (e.g., available

memory, battery level) and the Web navigation logs. These

data are statistically analyzed at run time in order to detect

problems, such as memory overload, and long response

times due to low bandwidth. In such a case, the agent

queries the CONTEXT PROVIDER in order to collect the policies

that drove adaptation. On the basis of this data, the agent

can recognize the actual policy rule that determined the

incorrect behavior, in order to assist the user in correcting

the problem through a wizard.

The agent architecture is shown in Fig. 7. The agent

performs a statistical analysis of data provided by the local

proxy (i.e., the navigation logs, that provide information

regarding the time taken to download Web pages), and by

the device itself, such as the memory available at run-time,

the remaining battery lifetime, and the CPU usage. Critical

events are detected by proper algorithms that are periodi-

cally executed. The algorithms are in charge of detecting

events such as slow navigation, device out of memory, and

CPU overload. As an example, the algorithm for detecting

slow navigation evaluates the navigation logs of the last ten

Web pages downloaded by the browser, and draws the

conclusion that the navigation is slow in the case the

average download time per page is higher than one minute,

and more than 70% of Web pages have requested more

than 1 min to be downloaded.

When a critical event is detected, the event is commu-

nicated to the agent module that is in charge of recognizing

the policy rule that determined the system misbehavior.

This module is capable of mapping events to the content

adaptation services S that may have caused it. For instance,

slow navigation can be determined by the deactivation of

those services that reduce image quality (or completely

remove them) in the case of slow bandwidth. Hence, the

agent queries the CONTEXT PROVIDER in order to retrieve the

set of rules that determined the parameters of the S service;

analyzing the fired rules, the agent can recognize the rule

that determined the deactivation of the service. Once the

rule is recognized, the agent automatically launches a

wizard that assists the user in the correction of the problem.

5.4 Assisting the user to correct the system behavior

Once the rule that determined the problem is recognized,

the user is provided with a wizard to correct the adaptation

behavior. Since the majority of Web users does not have a

clear knowledge of the internal behavior of their client

Fig. 7 Device agent for detection of inappropriate adaptation

behavior
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systems, as well as of the Web infrastructure, it is impor-

tant to motivate the reasons that caused the problem (e.g.,

by explaining that it is not possible to view high resolution

videos when connected through a WAP phone), and to

suggest a possible solution.

Example 5 Suppose that a given user declared (through

the Web interface) a policy rule for requesting high quality

media when she is connected through a smartphone,

independently by any other condition (e.g., available

bandwidth and memory). When connected through a GPRS

connection to a Web portal rich of multimedia content such

as images and sound, the response times become very long.

Analyzing the Web navigation logs, the agent recognizes

the problem, and prompts the user asking whether she is

satisfied with her current experience, or wants to start a

wizard for changing the adaptation behavior (see Fig. 8a;

note that the user can also disable prompting by the agent

in the case she finds it annoying). If the user chooses to

start the wizard, she is provided with a brief description of

the problem, and the agent suggests to modify the rule, in

order to restore the default adaptation behavior determined

by the service provider policies (Fig. 8b).

In the case the user decides to cancel the rule, the wizard

updates the user’s rule set on her profile manager through a

Web service invocation.

6 The GEOAWARE prototype service

The interest for geolocalized services provided on the

Internet is witnessed by the proliferation of applications for

route planning, points of interests, and maps (e.g., [8]). For

instance, the smartphone version of the Google Maps [17]

service provides mobile users with facilities for calculating

routes, visualizing maps, and looking for points of interest.

Even though these applications provide an effective sup-

port to mobile users, they are somehow limited by the lack

of an underlying framework for context awareness. As a

matter of fact, mobility emphasizes the need of context

analysis in order to adapt the service to network conditions,

device capabilities, availability of resources. In particular,

location-awareness in the above-mentioned applications is

rather primitive, since generally the user is asked to man-

ually specify the service parameter (e.g., her location).

In order to evaluate the effectiveness of MIMOSA in the

provisioning of location- and context-aware applications,

we have implemented a prototype service named Geo-

Aware. This service is addressed to mobile users equipped

with a mobile device and a GPS receiver. The main goal of

this service is to provide a map with information about both

the current location of the user and the locations (expressed

as physical addresses) appearing on the Web page she is

currently viewing.

We now describe the main steps performed by the

GeoAware service. At first, MIMOSA context awareness

module retrieves the GPS coordinates of the user from her

profile manager, and communicates them to the content

adaptation module by inserting a proper header in the client

request. The GeoAware service parses the requested Web

page and, by applying regular expressions-based analysis,

matches all standard U.S. addresses [52]. When an address

is recognized, GeoAware adds a hyperlink on the Web

page, highlighted by a particular icon (see Fig. 9a) to let

the user know that she can view the respective map.

When the user selects one of the hyperlink icons, Geo-

Aware invokes the geocoder.us service [31] to obtain the

coordinates of the respective address. Geocoder.us is a

public service providing free geocoding of addresses in the

United States, and relies on Geo::Coder::US [48], an open-

source Perl module available from CPAN.

After having obtained the address coordinates, Geo-

Aware builds a query string and issues it to the U.S. Census

Bureau TIGER Map Server [51], which provides public-

Fig. 8 Wizard for assisting the user in the correction of the system

behavior

Fig. 9 The GeoAware service
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domain, customized U.S. maps. Figure 9 b shows the map

obtained from the address in Fig. 9a. We represent the

current user position with a blue star with a label YOU ARE

HERE, while the position corresponding to the clicked

address is represented by a red star labeled with the address

itself. Exploiting the other adaptation services (e.g. an

image resizing service), the map is properly tailored to

device capabilities and available bandwidth.

As a final remark, we point out that we did not evaluate

the user response times of the GeoAware service, since it

involves the activation of services that are deployed by

remote servers. This could bring to possibly unreproducible

results because of both the response times of the remote

servers and the load status of the network between those

servers and the MIMOSA framework.

7 Performance evaluation

In order to evaluate the efficiency and effectiveness of our

system in speeding-up Web surfing through mobile devi-

ces, in this section, we present experimental results about a

comparison between user response times with or without

the usage of the MIMOSA framework.

7.1 Workload model and testbed

We set up a testbed platform consisting of four nodes of a

cluster (Fig. 10). Each node is equipped with a hyper-

threaded Intel Xeon at 2.4 GHz and 1 GB RAM, running

Debian GNU Linux with kernel 2.6.13. We should mention

that MIMOSA does not require special hardware because it

may run on off-the-shelves PCs. Hardware requirements

only depend on the number of concurrent users we aim to

serve and on the kind of content adaptation services that

have to be carried out.

To create the working set, we collected about a hundred

of Web pages in a random way from Yahoo directories [54]

and saved them locally on a node that, through the Apache

[50] software, acts as the origin Web server. All the nodes

are connected through a switched fast Ethernet LAN to

avoid possible not predictable network effects and we

consider it as the fairest way to test the MIMOSA frame-

work for content adaptation.

Requests are referred to a mix of content types con-

sisting of images (85%), HTML documents (8%), others

(7%). HTML resources typically contain embedded objects

such as images (GIFs, JPEGs and PNGs), cascading style

sheets, Flash animations and Javascript codes. A Web page

contains an average of 13 embedded objects, and the

average dimension of the whole Web page (HTML base

code plus embedded objects) is about 104 kb.

The client node runs httperf [36], a tool to generate

various HTTP workload models. We created a trace that

contains the requests for all of the HTML pages and the

respective embedded objects. The trace is replayed many

times changing the context information that is sent to the

MIMOSA framework, so that each test implies the appli-

cation of different content adaptation services, e.g. image

resizing, downgrading or removal. The client connects to a

node that runs, beyond the others, the context awareness

module of MIMOSA (step 1 in Fig. 10). A third node runs

the content adaptation module of MIMOSA, that,

depending on the forwarded context information (step 2),

fetches the origin resource from the Apache Web server

(Steps 3–4) and then applies the right content adaptation

services (Step 5). We chose to separate the content adap-

tation module from the others because of performance

reasons. The context awareness and content adaptation

nodes together constitute the MIMOSA framework. This is

what the client actually perceives of the system; that is, the

client does not realize the system is split over two nodes,

and receives the reply from the node it contacted when

issuing the request (Step 6).

7.2 Test scenarios

We emulate three test scenarios, corresponding to different

network bandwidths between the client and the rest of the

network: a high transfer rate (corresponding to a realistic

bandwidth for the UMTS technology), a medium transfer

rate (corresponding to the EDGE technology), and a low

transfer rate scenario (corresponding to the European

GPRS technology), respectively. Our goal is to perform

experiments in realistic scenarios, and these are common

ranges of bandwidth in available networks for nowadays

mobile browsing. For each scenario, we test the page

response times for both the origin Web server and the

MIMOSA framework, i.e., the time necessary to com-

pletely download each Web page and all of its embedded

objects.

In each scenario, we properly update the context infor-

mation so that MIMOSA can counterbalance the increasing

Client Origin
Web server

1

4
Context

awareness
module

Content
adaptation

module

MIMOSA

2

3
6

5

Fig. 10 The experimental testbed
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slowness of the link with content adaptation services that

reduce more and more the size of the requested resources.

7.2.1 High transfer rate scenario

In the first scenario, we set up the available bandwidth

between the client node and the rest of the network (called

client available bandwidth in the following of this section)

to 384 Kb/s. In this case, MIMOSA only resizes the

dimensions of images to fit the screen of the user’s mobile

device. We suppose to have an available screen size of

150 9 150 pixels. As we previously said, the average size

of a Web page with the respective embedded objects is

about 104 kb. With the resize service, MIMOSA reduces

this size to about 70 KB that is, a reduction of about

67.31%. Figure 11 shows the cumulative probability of the

page response time when directly contacting the origin

Web server (No adaptation) or when connecting through

the MIMOSA framework (Resize images). We can see that

MIMOSA obtains better response times than the origin

Web server, and if we focus on the 90 percentile (Table 1),

we have 4.58 s for the origin Web server vs. 3.98 s for

MIMOSA, i.e., MIMOSA is more than 13% faster than

the origin Web server. We would like to emphasize that

MIMOSA gain over Apache for what concerns the page

response time is not as good as the size reduction gain,

because in the page response time there are many factors

that contribute to the whole, such as the origin resource

fetching time, the adaptation time, the client download

time, and so on, as it will be clearly explained in Sect. 7.4.

7.2.2 Medium transfer rate scenario

In the second scenario, we set a client available bandwidth

of 216 Kb/s. The MIMOSA framework, besides re-sizing

the dimensions of images to fit the screen of the user’s

mobile device, also applies a downgrading of the image

quality of 20%. In this way, the total size of downloaded

resources is further decreased to an average value of about

56 KB. This implies a further size reduction of 13.5% with

respect to the previous scenario, and this allows MIMOSA

(Resize & Downgrade images) to obtain better response

times than those of the origin Web server (No adaptation),

as shown in (Fig. 12). We should also notice that we have

another slight gain with respect to the previous scenario. In

fact, focusing on the 90 percentile of the page response

time (Table 1), the origin Web server has a 7.07 s response

time vs. a 6.05 s time for MIMOSA. MIMOSA outper-

forms the origin Web server of more than 14.4%.

7.2.3 Low transfer rate scenario

In the last scenario, the client available bandwidth is

56 Kb/s. In this case MIMOSA, in order to counterbalance

effects of this very slow connection, removes all the ima-

ges from each Web page. Each image is replaced by a link

and a description (taken from theALT attribute of theIMG

HTML tag), so that the user is still able to download some

images—if she wants to—by clicking the respective link.

The average size of a page in this case is about 20 KB,

which corresponds to a reduction of about 80.77% with
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Table 1 Page response times (s) for the three scenarios

Server/scenario Min Avg 90% Max

Apache/high transfer rate 0.27 2.52 4.58 17.81

MIMOSA/high transfer rate 0.20 2.32 3.98 12.09

Apache/medium transfer rate 0.36 4.11 7.07 21.41

MIMOSA/medium transfer rate 0.19 3.24 6.05 20.34

Apache/low transfer rate 1.40 15.81 27.19 82.25

MIMOSA/low transfer rate 0.47 3.14 6.20 23.13
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respect to the origin Web server. As shown in Fig. 13,

MIMOSA (Delete images) obtains also in this case better

response times than the origin Web server (No adaptation)

and if we consider the 90 percentile of the user response

time (Table 1), the origin Web server has a 27.19 s

response time vs a 6.20 s time for MIMOSA. In this last

scenario, MIMOSA greatly outperforms the origin Web

server with a gain of more than 77%. This happens because

MIMOSA realizes that the available bandwidth is very

narrow and drastically reduces the traffic sent on the link;

hence, it is able to limit the network load, while the origin

Web server is not.

7.3 Summary of the performance evaluation

From the results presented in this section and from Table 1,

we have that MIMOSA, for the considered scenarios,

always has better response times than the origin Web ser-

ver (both average values and 90 percentiles, which are a

better measure unit in case of having to deal with quality of

service and having to guarantee some Service Level

Agreements). The narrower the available bandwidth is, the

bigger the MIMOSA gain is. For easiness of explanation,

we considered three scenarios in which the available

bandwidth is fixed, but MIMOSA is able to react to envi-

ronment changes in a timely way that is, it can take deci-

sions on the fly depending on context information, while

the origin Web server cannot. For instance, MIMOSA

senses the available bandwidth between itself and the client

devices and applies on the fly the most suited content

adaptation service by taking advantage of its context

knowledge. We consider these results satisfactory, espe-

cially bearing in mind that if the client connects to the

Internet through a proxy server (MIMOSA in this case),

the number of hops is increased of at least two (one for the

request and one for the reply). We have shown that

MIMOSA is able to counterbalance the delay related to

these additional hops by applying the best suited content

adaptation service, that brings MIMOSA response times

always shorter than that of the origin Web server. We

should also bear in mind that the application of transcoding

services is not a zero-time process. On the other hand, it is

quite time consuming, but the gain because of the much

smaller resources sent over a possibly congested link

overcomes this critical aspect. Clearly, if we do not have

strict bandwidth limitation (e.g. we consider a LAN con-

nection), MIMOSA effectiveness is reduced (the time spent

for the application of services becomes comparable or even

greater than that spent to download the resource) and

MIMOSA response time may also be the same or bigger

than those of the origin Web server. However, by now,

mobile connections are affected by strict bandwidth limi-

tations, so we think that MIMOSA can be a valuable aid

when surfing the Web with a mobile device.

7.4 Decomposition of the response time

In this section, we try to give a better insight of the

response time that is, we want to decompose it in its main

parts, to better understand how they contribute to the whole

and how they change depending on the scenario. To this

aim, we configured Apache to log the time taken to serve

the request that is, the time from when the request was

received to the time the response headers are sent on the

wire. (%D option in the LogFormat directive). Then we

configured MIMOSA to log various timestamps for each

request, in order to get the decomposition of the response

time in its components such as resource fetching time,

adaptation time, client download time and so on.

For what concerns Apache response time, we point out

two main contributions:

TTOT ¼ TServ þ TCli-Down

where TTOT represents the whole response time, while TServ

and TCli-Down represent the time necessary to serve the

request (i.e. to accept the request and generate the origin

contents) and to download the resource over the Internet

link that connects the client device to the origin Web ser-

ver, respectively.

From our experiments (that involved static contents) we

may notice two interesting aspects:

• TServ is negligible with respect to TDown. In all scenarios

we have a TServ in the order of magnitude of millisec-

onds, while the whole response time has an order of

magnitude of seconds. From our experiments, TServ

represents from 0.2 to 2% of the whole response time.

• TServ depends on the client available bandwidth and is

not constant for a given resource, even though it varies
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very slightly. This happens because it includes the time

necessary to receive the request from the client and the

time to generate the contents (in our case of static

content, to retrieve it from the storage device). Provided

that the request always consists of the same amount of

bytes for a given resource, the component that changes

is the time spent over the Internet link for the request to

completely reach the origin Web server from the client

device.

Now, we outline some characteristics of the

MIMOSA response time. In this case, we point out more

contributions:

TTOT ¼ TInternal þ TContext þ TFetch þ TAdaptation þ TCli-Down

where TTOT represents the whole response time, while the

other components represent respectively:

• TInternal is the time necessary to receive the request, to

parse it and to allow the communication among the

various modules that constitute the MIMOSA

framework.

• TContext is the time necessary to calculate, depending on

the context information and users preferences, what are

the adaptation services that have to be activated for a

given resource.

• TFetch is the time spent for fetching the unadapted

resource from the origin Web server.

• TAdaptation is the time spent for adapting the

resource according to the user’s preferences and

context data.

• TCli-Down stands for Client Download time and repre-

sents the time the client device spends to completely

download the adapted resource from the MIMOSA

framework.

Figure 14 shows the main components of the response

time for the MIMOSA framework, that is TInternal, TContext,

TFetch and TAdaptation, while TCli-Down is shown in Fig. 15 for

both Apache and MIMOSA.

Let us draw some considerations on those times.

As you can see from Fig. 14, TInternal is about 129 ms for

the low transfer rate scenario, while it is about 530 ms for

both the medium and high transfer rate scenarios. We recall

that this time includes the file transfer among the various

MIMOSA modules, thus we can explain in a very simple

way why it is lower for the low transfer rate scenario, while

it is almost the same for the other two scenarios. In the low

transfer rate scenario, MIMOSA deletes the references to

all the images from the HTML Web pages, so the average

page size is greatly reduced in this case, while it is the same

for the other two scenarios when also images, besides the

HTML container, are downloaded, so that the average page

size is increased.

Concerning TContext, we have a similar phenomenon: the

time is about 137 ms for the low transfer rate scenario, while

it is about 88 ms for both the medium and high transfer rate

scenarios. We would expect no differences among those

times, since the context information and user preferences

that have to be taken into account are very similar for all the

three scenarios. Actually this happens for the medium and

high transfer rate scenarios, but not for the low transfer rate

one. The reason is that MIMOSA takes into account those

information once per page that is, when it receives a request

for the HTML document, while it simply keeps the old

calculated values for the embedded objects. In this way,

MIMOSA has to perform calculations almost at each request

for the low transfer rate scenario (when all images are

removed), while in the other cases it performs the calcula-

tions only one out of 14 requests (we recall that on average a

Web page has 13 embedded objects). In this way in the low

transfer rate scenario the context module is more loaded and

this motivates the longer times it needs to perform the

calculations.
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Regarding TFetch, we can draw the same considerations

of TInternal. The difference between the low transfer rate

scenario and the other two scenarios is mainly motivated

by the different average page size.

TAdaptation needs some more considerations to be fully

explained. In the low transfer rate scenario it is very low

(about 50 ms), while both in the medium and high transfer

rate scenarios it is much higher (408 and 325 ms, respec-

tively). First of all, we should recall that in the various

scenarios different content adaptation services are applied.

In the low transfer rate scenario, HTML Web pages are

parsed to delete every reference to images, while in the

other two cases image transcoding is performed. HTML

parsing is much less time consuming than image trans-

coding and this motivates the low TAdaptation for the low

transfer rate scenario. We should recall that in the high

transfer rate scenario images are scaled to fit the client

device screen size, while in the medium transfer rate sce-

nario they are also downgraded. This motivates why the

times in the medium transfer rate scenario are higher than

the ones in the high transfer rate scenario, but still

comparable.

Finally, we consider TCli-Down that is, the Client

Download time both for Apache and MIMOSA, as shown

in Fig. 15. We consider it separately from the other times

because it is the only component that is comparable to the

respective component of the Apache response time. As we

could expect, TCli-Down for Apache strictly depends on the

client available bandwidth. In fact, if we multiply it by this

bandwidth we obtain almost the same result for all the three

scenarios, while we can see that this does not happen for

MIMOSA. In this case, TCli-Down does not vary so greatly

among the scenarios. This happens because MIMOSA

realizes that the available bandwidth changes and tries to

counterbalance the possible slowness of the link with a

smaller size of the resources by applying different content

adaptation services. In this way we obtain two important

results: TCli-Down is kept small also in case of very narrow

bandwidth and, what perhaps is more interesting from the

user point of view, the amount of bytes that are transferred

between the client and MIMOSA are always less than those

transferred between the origin Web server and the client.

This usually means lower costs for the user, provided that

many contracts between users and ISPs involve a cost that

depends on the transmitted bytes.

8 Conclusions

Today, Internet clients exhibit wide differences in terms of

both hardware and software properties. These different

properties, together with the rapidly changing usage con-

text of users in ubiquitous computing environments,

represent a challenge mainly in wireless environments,

where the dynamic reconfiguration of the services to apply

is much more frequent and needful. Context-aware appli-

cations, which are able to adapt their behaviors to changing

environments, can be efficiently provided on top of pro-

grammable and configurable intermediary software infra-

structures. On the fly adaptation by intermediaries, in fact,

is a wide applicable, cost-effective and flexible technique

for addressing all of these types of variations.

In this paper, we presented a new framework that cou-

ples an intermediary architecture for Web transcoding with

a middleware for context-awareness. The resulting frame-

work provides an effective and efficient solution for the

adaptation of Internet services on the basis of a compre-

hensive notion of context, that includes device capabilities,

network characteristics, and user activity and location. The

distinguishing features of this framework are the aggrega-

tion of context data provided by different heterogeneous

sources, dynamic evaluation of user/service provider

adaptation policies, mechanisms for conflict resolution,

easy composition and programming of adaptative services,

and tools for assisting the user in the declaration of her

adaptation preferences. The efficiency of our solution is

supported by an extensive experimental evaluation with

different scenarios, and by experiments with a prototype

adaptive service that takes advantage of the framework.
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